Middle School Studio Lesson

Notan
Studies in Contrast
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Materials
paper cutouts from Poland and China
• 6" (15 cm) square black construcare but a few examples.
tion paper
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Draw organic or geometric shapes
Student Notan Studies
on the black construction paper
I adapted an exercise from Notan: The
prior to cutting the design. I recomDark-Light Principle of Design by
mend not cutting designs on the
Dorr Bothwell and Marlys Mayfield,
corners; only cut along the straight
for use in the classroom using blackedge for ease.
and-white construction paper to illus3.
Once the design has been drawn,
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cut out the shapes using the X-Acto
knife or scissors.
4. After the entire design has been cut
out, center and glue the large black
square in the center of the white
paper.
5. Continue by gluing the cut-out
black shapes onto the white paper,
flipping the designs so they mirror
the negative cut-out space. Make
sure to have the “flipped” images
align with the edge of the larger
black square.
6. Continue until all cut-out shapes
are glued on to the white drawing
paper.
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Students generalize about the effects
of visual structures and functions
and reflect upon these effects in their
own work.
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